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Abstract—This paper considers iterative detection and decod-
ing on the concatenated communication channel consisting of a
two-dimensional magnetic recording (TDMR) channel modeled
by the four-grain rectangular discrete grain model (DGM) pro-
posed by Kavcic et. al., followed by a two-dimensional intersymbol
interference (2D-ISI) channel modeled by linear convolution
of the DGM model’s output with a finite-extent 2D blurring
mask followed by addition of white Gaussian noise. An iterative
detection and decoding scheme combines TDMR detection, 2D-
ISI detection, and soft-in/soft-out (SISO) channel decoding in
a structure with two iteration loops. In the first loop, the 2D-
ISI channel detector exchanges log-likelihood ratios (LLRs) with
the TDMR detector. In the second loop, the TDMR detector
exchanges LLRs with a serially concatenated convolutional code
(SCCC) decoder. Simulation results for the concatenated TDMR
and 2×2 averaging mask ISI channel with 10 dB SNR show that
densities of 0.48 user bits per grain and above can be achieved,
corresponding to an areal density of about 9.6 Terabits/in2, over
the entire range of grain probabilities in the TDMR model.
Keywords—Two-dimensional magnetic recording, iterative de-
tection and decoding, rectangular grain model, two-dimensional
intersymbol interference
I. INTRODUCTION
Industry is approaching the data storage density limit of
magnetic disk drives that write data on one-dimensional tracks.
Alternative technologies such as heat-assisted-magnetic-
recording (HAMR) and bit patterned media recording (BPM)
are under active investigation. One drawback of most of
these techniques is that they require a radical redesign of
the recording medium [1]. Moreover, it is uncertain whether
they will come on line quickly enough to prevent a plateau in
magnetic disk storage density in the near to medium term.
This paper considers detection and coding techniques for
an alternate approach proposed in [1] called two-dimensional
magnetic recording (TDMR), wherein bits are read and written
in two dimensions on conventional magnetic hard disks. These
disks have magnetic grains of different sizes packed randomly
onto the disk surface. In TDMR, information bits are channel
coded to a density of up to two bits per magnetic grain, and
written by a special shingled write process that enables high
density recording. A key problem is that a given magnetic grain
retains the polarization of the last bit written on it. Hence, if a
grain is large enough to contain two bit centers, the older bits
will be overwritten by the latest one.
A relatively simple 2D TDMR channel model is the four-
grain rectangular discrete-grain model (DGM) introduced in
[2], wherein four different grain types are constructed from
one, two, or four small square tiles. In [2], upper and lower
bounds for the channel capacity of this model are derived
showing a potential density of 0.6 user bits per grain. For
a typical media grain density of 20 Teragrains/in2, this corre-
sponds to about 12 Terabits/in2. This is more than an order of
magnitude improvement over current hard disk drives, which
exceed densities of 500 Gigabits/in2 [3].
Coding and detection for the four-grain DGM is considered
in a previous paper by Pan, Ryan, et. al. [3]. They construct
a BCJR [4] detection algorithm that scans the input image
one row (track) at a time. A 16-state trellis is constructed as
the Cartesian product of media states (that capture transitions
between different grain geometries during a one tile move
along a row) and data states (that capture the grain overwrite
effect). It is shown that the number of states can be reduced
to six by combining equivalent states. After one forward-
backward pass through each row of the input image, the TDMR
detector passes soft information in the form of log-likelihood
ratios (LLRs) to a rate 1/4 serially concatenated convolutional
code (SCCC) with puncturing, which decodes the data at the
highest rate that achieves a BER of 10−5 (corresponding to
the highest possible user bit density). No iteration between
the TDMR detector and SCCC is done in [3], although the
possibility is mentioned.
A two-row BCJR detector for the four-grain TDMR chan-
nel model has been proposed recently [5]. It considers the
outputs of two rows and two columns resulting from bits
written on three input rows. Moreover, soft decision feedback
of grain state information from previously processed rows is
used to aid the estimation of bits on current rows. Finally, the
TDMR detector and SCCC decoder iteratively exchange LLRs
before a final estimate of the bits is obtained. This two-row
BCJR detector increases the code rate by up to 12% over [3].
This paper considers iterative detection and decoding on the
concatenated communication channel consisting of the four-
grain DGM (TDMR channel) model, followed by a 2D-ISI
channel modeled by linear convolution of the DGM model’s
output with a finite-extent 2D blurring mask followed by ad-
ditive white Gaussian noise (AWGN). We propose an iterative
detection and decoding scheme that combines TDMR detec-
tion, 2D-ISI detection, and soft-in/soft-out (SISO) channel
decoding in a structure with two iteration loops. The 2D-ISI
detector is based on prior work by the last three authors [6],
[7].
The novel contributions of this paper are as follows:
(1) Simulation of the complete two-dimensional magnetic
read-write channel, incorporating the error correction coding,
grain over-write effects, and 2D-ISI;
(2) A novel iterative scheme consisting of a double loop struc-
ture with exchange of soft information between the constituent
blocks based on the “turbo principle;”
(3) System parameter optimization using an EXIT chart tech-
nique [8];
(4) For the concatenated TDMR and 2 × 2 averaging mask
ISI channel with an SNR of 10 dB (respectively 9 dB), the
channel coding rate (which is one half of the user bit density
in the modeled scenario) required to achieve a BER of 10−5
is shown to be, on average, only about 7% (respectively 10%)
lower than the rate on the TDMR channel alone, for all values
of the probability P2 of two-bit grains considered. For the 10
dB SNR case, densities of 0.48 user bits per grain and above
can be achieved, corresponding to an areal density of about
9.6 Terabits/in2.
This paper is organized as follows. Section II summarizes
the four grain DGM. Section III provides an overview of the
system architecture, explaining the double loop structure. Opti-
mization of system parameters using EXIT chart techniques is
presented in section IV. Section V provides simulation results,
and section VI concludes the paper.
II. SYSTEM MODEL
Figure 1 shows a block diagram of the write process
(transmission model). A block of user information bits, de-
noted as b(m,n) in the block diagram, is encoded by a rate
1/4 SCCC consisting of an eight state rate 1/2 outer non-
recursive convolutional code (NRCC) with generator matrix
G1(X) = [1 + X, 1 + X + X
3], followed by an interleaver
pi1, followed by an inner eight state recursive systematic
convolutional code (RCC) with generator matrix G2(X) =
[1, (1 +X +X3)/(1 +X)], followed by a second interleaver
pi2. Code rates greater than (respectively, less than) 1/4 are
achieved by puncturing (respectively, repeating) randomly se-
lected output bits from the inner encoder. To compare with
the result of [3], the SCCC code in this paper is identical to
the one in [3]. See [3], [5] for more details about the SCCC
encoder and decoder.
The code word bits u(m,n) are level shifted so that
(0, 1) → (−1, 1), and then are interleaved again to remove
the dependency between code word bits, and then are writ-
ten onto the TDMR channel with over-write property. The
TDMR corrupted block of bits is denoted as y(m,n), with
y(m,n) ∈ {−1, 1}.
The TDMR channel consists of a rectangular array (image)
of unit-sized pixels, where one coded bit is written on each
pixel. The image is a (random) combination of four distinct
types of rectangular grains. Relative to the unit size their sizes
are 1×1, 2×1, 1×2 and 2×2 as shown in Fig. 2. The four grain
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Fig. 2. Four-grain rectangular discrete grain model from [2].
types occur with probabilities P1, P2, P3, and P4, respectively.
We assume that the average number of coded bits per grain is 2,
i.e. 1P1+2P2+2P3+4P4 = 2. We also assume that the TDMR
channel satisfies an isotropy condition so that type 2 and type
3 grains are equally likely, i.e., P2 = P3. Based on the above
assumptions, all of the four probabilities can be computed for
a given value of P2 = P3. To model the write process, the
TDMR image pixels are given the values ±1 (equiprobable)
as coded bits in a row-by-row raster scan order. The multi-bit
grains can have only one polarity which is determined by the
sign of the last bit written on them. This property is known as
the over-write property of TDMR channel.
In [2], the quadrant notation was introduced to model the
over-write process (see Fig. 3). The quadrant notation G is
G, ∈ 0,0, 0,1, 1,0, 1,1	
Fig. 3. Quadrant notation defined in [2].
defined as follows:
G(m,n) =

(0, 0), if on grain A,C,E, I
(1, 0), if on grain B,H
(0, 1), if on grain D,G
(1, 1), if on grain F.
(1)
In (1), the grain labels A-I refer to Fig. 2. Using the quadrant
notation, we can write the relation between y(m,n) and the
relevant interleaved coded bit upi(k, l) as follows:
y(m,n) = upi((m,n) +G(m,n)), (2)
which models the over-write property by imposing an appro-
priate spatial shift.
Finally, the cross-track and down-track reading process
will introduce 2D intersymbol interference (ISI). The TDMR
channel with arbitrary 2D-ISI can be modeled as follows [2]:
r(m,n) =
∑
k,l
h(k, l)y(m− k, n− l) + w(m,n), (3)
where h is a 2D read-head impulse response, w is the discrete
AWGN field, and y is the actual bits on the magnetic grains as
given by (2). In this paper, we consider the case in which the
2D ISI mask h is a 2× 2 averaging mask; i.e., h(k, l) = 0.25
for k ∈ {0, 1} and l ∈ {0, 1}, and 0 elsewhere. This means the
current pixel receives adjacent-pixel interference with the same
magnitude as the current bit, making this h one of the most
difficult 2×2 masks to equalize. Since the mask h operates on
each unit pixel value y(m,n), and the y(m,n) are correlated
by the TDMR write model, (2) and (3) incorporate a simple
model of grain- and data-dependent 2D-ISI.
The noise level can be quantified using a signal-to-noise
ratio (SNR) defined as follows [6]:
SNR = 10 log10
(
Var [y ∗ h]
σ2w
)
, (4)
where ∗ denotes the 2D convolution in (3) and σ2w is the
variance of the AWGN w(m,n).
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Fig. 1. Block diagram of write process
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Fig. 4. Block diagram of read process
III. COMBINED DETECTOR AND DECODER
Figure 4 depicts the overall block diagram of the read
process (receiver). The receiver consists of two loops: the
loop between 2D-ISI equalizer and TDMR detector and the
loop between TDMR detector and SCCC channel decoder.
These loops are sometimes referred to as “outer loops.” Note
that the SCCC decoder itself consists of a pair of modules
corresponding to the constituent encoders described in section
II. Iterations between these decoders within the SCCC decoder
are referred to as “inner loops.”
The received image is first sent into the 2D-ISI equalizer to
mitigate the effect of 2D-ISI and additive noise and obtain an
estimate of the TDMR bits y(m,n). The row-column equal-
ization algorithm using joint extrinsic information proposed
in [6] is employed here. This equalizer produces soft-output
for a block of 2 × 2 pixels, resulting in 16 probabilities for
the 16 possible configurations. These probabilities are often
represented in the log-domain as LLRs. The output LLR from
the 2D-ISI equalizer is defined as follows:
LLR(yk = m) = log
(
P (yk = m)
P (yk = −1)
)
, (5)
where yk = m ranges over the 16 configurations of 2 × 2
images located at position k. Note that since we serially
process the image in a row-by-row order, the row position
is fixed and the index k merely represents the column position
on that row.
The 2D-ISI equalizer output is processed by the TDMR
detector’s BCJR algorithm, as described in [5]. The TDMR
detector estimates LLRs for coded bits u(m,n) which are
deinterleaved and sent to the SCCC decoder, after subtraction
of previous input LLRs received from the SCCC. The SCCC
decoder computes LLR estimates of u(m,n), which are inter-
leaved and fed back to the TDMR detector, after subtraction
of SCCC input LLRs. This loop is repeated several times, and
then the TDMR detector estimates LLRs for y(m,n) which
are sent back to the 2D-ISI equalizer. The whole process is
repeated until the SCCC decoding converges.
In the following, we describe some details about interfacing
the 2D-ISI equalizer with the TDMR detector and the SCCC
decoder.
Figure 5 shows the 2D-ISI equalizer structure, based on
that in [6]. The row detector scans the image in a row-
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Fig. 5. Block diagram of 2D-ISI equalizer
by-row order, whereas the column detector scans it column-
by-column. In the row/column equalizer, for a given image
position, the current pixel is denoted as (m,n). The current
state s consists of two pixels denoted s0 and s1 and the input
i consists of two pixels denoted i0 and i1. The previous state
s′ consists of the pixels denoted s′0 and s′1. The 2 × 2 block
of pixels y1, y2, y3, y4 are estimates passed on by the TDMR
detector and serve as extrinsic information for the inputs in
the row/column equalizer. The pixels denoted w0 and w1 are
feedback pixels from previous scan direction (e.g., column
direction for row detector). Specifically, in the 2D-ISI BCJR
algorithm the γ computation is implemented as follows:
γi (rk, s
′, s) =p′ (rk | yk = i, Sk = s, Sk−1 = s
′)
× P (yk | s, s
′)× P (s | s′)
×
∑
y(s0),y(s1)
P (yk | y˜k)×
∑
y(s0),y(s1)
P (yk | ŷk) .
(6)
In (6), the factor P (yk | s, s′) is either 0 or 1 based on
trellis structure, and P (s | s′) is a constant for all valid state
transitions (and zero otherwise). P (yk | y˜k) is the extrinsic
feedback probability from the other (row or column) detector.
P (yk | ŷk) is the 16-valued feedback probability from the
TDMR detector. Since the same 2 × 2 y vectors are used in
both row and column detector, marginalization is needed in
each equalizer. For example, as shown in Fig. 5, to compute the
a priori joint input probability P (i0, i1) for the row equalizer,
we need to marginalize the P (yk | ŷk) over the two state
bits y(s0) = y1 and y(s1) = y2. Similar marginalization is
done for the extrinsic probabilities P (yk | y˜k). Based on the
analysis in [7], there is no need to subtract the input 16-valued
LLRs from the output 16-valued LLRs when exchanging LLRs
between row and column equalizers.
Details of the TDMR detector (without 2D-ISI) based on
the BCJR algorithm are described in [5]. Here we describe
a slight modification of the algorithm to interface the TDMR
detector with the 2D-ISI equalizer. In particular, the gamma
computation of the BCJR algorithm in the TDMR detector is
implemented as follows:
γi (yk, s
′, s) =∑
j
[P ′(y1 = j1, y2 = j2, y3 = j3, y4 = j4 | Uk, Sk, Sk−1)
× P (y1 = j1, y2 = j2, y3 = j3, y4 = j4)]× P (Uk | s, s
′)
× P (s | s′)× P (u˜k0 = i0)× P (u˜k1 = i1) , (7)
where the P (Uk | s, s′) term is equal to 1/4, since the
two coded bits in the input vector Uk are assumed to be
independent of each other and of the grain states. The P (s | s′)
term is the state transition probability computed from the grain
connectivity table in [5]. The summation in the right-hand-side
computes a weighted sum of the conditional probabilities in
the original BCJR algorithm in [5] with extrinsic probabilities
P (y1, y2, y3, y4) from the 2D-ISI equalizer. The last two
factors in (7) are probabilities of the bits in input vector
Uk = (uk0, uk1) computed from single valued LLRs from
the SCCC decoder; they are computed as:
P (u˜km = 1) =
eLLRm
1 + eLLRm
and P (u˜km = −1) =
1
1 + eLLRm
,
where m ∈ {0, 1}.
The TDMR detector’s α and β probabilities are updated
as in [4], using the γ probabilities in (7). Then the joint state
and input λ probabilities at the kth step are computed as
λik(s, s
′) = αk−1(Sk−1 = s
′)γi(yk, s
′, s)βk(Sk = s). (8)
The LLRs sent from the TDMR detector to the SCCC decoder
are given by
LLR(ukm) = log
( ∑
im¯
∑
s
∑
s′ λ
im=1,im¯
k (s, s
′)∑
im¯
∑
s
∑
s′ λ
im=−1,im¯
k (s, s
′)
)
, (9)
where m ∈ {0, 1} and m¯ = (m + 1) mod 2. The feedback
probabilities sent from the TDMR detector to the 2D-ISI
equalizer are computed as
P (yk) =
∑
i,s,s′
P (yk | U = i, Sk = s, Sk−1 = s
′)λik(s, s
′),
(10)
where the λ probability is defined in (8), and is used to weight
the conditional probability when computing the probabilities
for the vector yk. The LLRs sent to the 2D-ISI equalizer are
given by
LLR(yk = m) =
log
( ∑
i,s,s′ P (yk = m | U, Sk, Sk−1)× λ
i
k(s, s
′)∑
i,s,s′ P (yk = −1 | U, Sk, Sk−1)× λ
i
k(s, s
′)
)
.
(11)
Because the extrinsic probability P (y1, y2, y3, y4) from the
2D-ISI to the TDMR detector is part of a weighted sum
in the TDMR γ probability (7), it cannot be factored out
of the TDMR λ probability (8), and thus cannot form a
separate term in the final LLR. Hence, we do not subtract the
incoming 2D-ISI extrinsic information from the TDMR output
LLRs in (11) before sending them to the 2D-ISI equalizer.
Similarly, the marginalization of the incoming probabilities
P (yk | ŷk) from the TDMR in (6) makes it impossible to
retain these probabilities as multiplicative factors in the final λ
probabilities, making it inadvisable to perform LLR subtraction
before sending the 2D-ISI output LLRs to the TDMR detector.
To compensate for the lack of LLR subtraction in the
2D-ISI/TDMR loop, a multiplicative weight factor w ≤ 1
is applied to LLRs sent to the TDMR detector. This factor
reduces the LLR magnitudes passed into the TDMR detector
and helps correct pixels that are incorrectly estimated by the
2D-ISI equalizer, which have LLRs of large magnitude but
with incorrect sign. For example, Fig. 6 shows the histogram
of output conditional LLRs of TDMR detector for the pixels
corresponding to +1 codeword bits, before weight w is ap-
plied, whereas Fig. 7 shows the same LLRs after weighting.
A positive LLR means the sign of original bit written on that
pixel is successfully recovered by TDMR detector, whereas
a negative LLR means that the result on that pixel remains
incorrect. The weighting decreases large magnitude wrong
LLRs as shown in the zoomed graph, which helps the SCCC
decoder to correct the TDMR corrupted codeword. The details
of weight selection are described in the following section.
IV. OPTIMIZATION USING EXIT CHART
Proper design of the combined read process requires,
among other things, specification of the weight w mentioned
in section III, as well as the iteration schedule—how many
inner loops of the SCCC decoder for each outer loop between
TDMR detector/SCCC decoder and 2D-ISI equalizer/TDMR
detector. This is a multi-parameter optimization problem; brute
force search for an optimal choice of parameters by simulation
of the complete system can be computationally expensive.
This section describes the EXIT chart method to optimize
the weight w as well as the iteration schedule. EXIT charts
were introduced by ten Brink [8]. They allow the performance
of a system of concatenated detectors to be predicted based
Fig. 6. Conditional distribution of TDMR output LLRs before weighting
Fig. 7. Conditional distribution of TDMR output LLRs after weighting
on input/output mutual information curves for individual con-
stituent detectors, which can be computed relatively quickly.
The mutual information IA between the input extrinsic infor-
mation LLR to a given detector and the input codeword X is
computed; similarly the output mutual information IE between
the output extrinsic information LLR from a given detector and
the input codeword X is computed. The mutual information
IA and IE are defined as follows:
IA/E =
1
2
∑
x=−1,1
∫ +∞
−∞
pA/E(ξ | X = x)
× log2
2pA/E(ξ | X = x)
pA/E(ξ | X = −1) + pA/E(ξ | X = 1)
dξ,
(12)
where pA/E(ξ | X = x) is the experimental conditional PDF
for input/output LLRs. The EXIT chart is obtained by plotting
IE as a function of IA for both TDMR detector and SCCC
decoder on the same set of axes, using the horizontal axis as
IA for TDMR detector and the vertical axis as IA for SCCC
decoder. Thus a pair of IA vs IE curves are obtained for
different values of the parameter to be optimized (e.g., weight
w). The optimal value of the parameter is one that results in
the corresponding pair of IA vs IE curves being close to each
other, without touching or intersecting. In this paper, we did
not jointly optimize the weight w and the iteration schedule.
Instead, we optimized the weight parameter first, for a fixed
iteration schedule. Next, we fixed the weight w found in the
first step and optimized the iteration schedule.
For EXIT chart optimization, the goal is to select a set
of parameter values that results in IA vs IE curves satisfying
the requirement of not touching with the highest code rate.
The EXIT chart optimization in this section is based on the
grain image with P2 = 0.2. In actual experiments, we noticed
that the input mutual information varies over only a small
range of values. This makes it difficult to generate a complete
set of EXIT chart curves. To ameliorate this problem, we
simulate input LLRs using a random number generator, whose
distribution is close to that of the observed histogram of the
input LLR. The random numbers are then injected into TDMR
detector as shown in Fig. 8.
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Fig. 8. LLR injection block diagram
Experimentally, we observed that the general extreme value
(GEV) distribution was a good fit to the observed TDMR IA
LLR histogram. The probability density function f(x) of the
GEV distribution is given by
f(x) =
1
σ
t(x)k+1e−t(x), where
t(x) =
{(
1 +
(
x−µ
σ
)
k
)− 1
k , k 6= 0
e−
x−µ
σ , k = 0.
(13)
Fig. 9 shows the fit of the GEV distribution to a typical
experimental TDMR IA LLR histogram.
The input mutual information can now be varied by
appropriately changing the parameters of GEV. Based on
experimental LLR histograms, the parameter k of the GEV
distribution varies very little when the weight w or iteration
schedule varies. Therefore we fixed the parameter value of
k = −0.0658773—based on experiments—in our random
number generator. The parameters µ and σ we observed to sat-
isfy (approximately) the linear relation σ = 2.7170µ+0.5586.
However, we set an upper limit for the parameter σ (4.37 in our
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Fig. 9. Fitting a GEV distribution to an experimental LLR histogram; the
GEV parameters are (k, σ, µ) = (−0.06366, 1.766, 0.4258).
Fig. 10. EXIT chart with different weights w
experiments) so that the width of the GEV distribution does not
grow too large; i.e., we set σ = min(2.7170µ+ 0.5586, 4.37)
and vary µ to simulate different input mutual information
values to generate the IA vs IE curves. Fig. 10 depicts these
curves for different values of the weight w. Two inner loops of
the SCCC decoder were used for this part of the experiment.
The EXIT chart curves for different weights are fairly
close to each other. We numerically computed the distance
between pairs of IA vs IE curves to determine the weight w
that yields the maximum distance. Typically, the experimental
SCCC input mutual information IA never rises much higher
than 0.4. Therefore, we used the distance between the second
points on the two curves as the distance metric. (Out of 13
points on each curve, the second point always has SCCC
IA ≈ 0.4.) Based on this metric, we determined that the weight
w = 0.26 results in the farthest apart pair of IA vs IE curves.
Next, we fixed the weight w = 0.26 and obtained a set of
EXIT chart curves by varying the iteration schedule—number
of inner loops in the SCCC decoder. Again, we numerically
computed the distance between pairs of IA vs IE curves to
find the iteration schedule that yields the maximum distance.
Based on this metric, we determined that ten inner loops of
the SCCC decoder gives the farthest apart pair of IA vs IE
curves.
V. SIMULATION RESULTS
This section presents Monte Carlo simulation results for the
system described in section III, and compares its performance
to previously published results by Pan and Ryan et. al. [3].
As discussed in section IV, we set the weight w = 0.26,
and run ten inner loops of the SCCC decoder for each outer
loop of the TDMR detector/SCCC decoder. Three iterations
of row/column 2D-ISI equalizer loop and six iterations of the
TDMR detector/SCCC decoder loop are done for each iteration
of the 2D-ISI equalizer/TDMR detector loop; this outer loop
schedule was optimized by multiple simulation runs.
The simulations employ multiple TDMR images; each
image is written by the SCCC codeword corresponding to
32,768 randomly generated equiprobable information bits. The
encoder described in section II is used. The coded bits are
arranged into a rectangular image with 512 columns. The
number of rows depends on the total number of codeword
bits, which depends on the code rate. A nominal code rate
of 1/4 gives 256 rows. The code rate is adjusted by suitable
puncturing or repetition of the coded bits. 2D-ISI with the
2× 2 averaging mask and AWGN is imposed on the image as
described in section II. The simulations are performed for two
different SNR values of 9 dB and 10 dB, computed as in (4).
For each value of the grain probability P2, we adjust the code
rate to achieve a decoded BER of 10−5. This is ensured by
decoding at least 100 codeword blocks of 32,768 information
bits each, with at most 32 errors. The maximum code rate
achieving this BER is recorded for each value of P2.
In Fig. 11, the horizontal axis represents the value of P2
and the vertical axis represents the value of user bits per grain,
which is twice the code rate. The triangle marker represents
the performance of the system with no 2D-ISI (or additive
noise) and is reproduced from [5]. The asterisk marker with
dash-dotted line is the corresponding result for the system with
2D-ISI and additive noise with 10dB SNR. Results for 9 dB
SNR are depicted with an ’X’ and dash-dotted line. Lower and
upper bounds (from [2]) on the channel capacity of the 4-grain
DGM TDMR channel (without 2D-ISI and AWGN) are shown
with the open-circle and ’+’ markers, respectively.
Table I shows the code rate penalty (as a percentage)
of the system with 2D-ISI and AWGN with respect to the
TDMR/SCCC system without 2D-ISI and AWGN, along with
the code rate gain (as a percentage) with respect to the system
proposed by Pan and Ryan et. al. [3]. The SNR (4) used in
Fig. 11 is per codeword bit. Table I also shows the SNR per
information bit (taking into account the code rate) for both
the 9 and 10 dB curves in Fig. 11. Compared to the result
of pure TDMR case, the performance degradation due to 2D-
ISI and additive noise is obvious and expected. At the left
end, for P2 values of 0 and 0.125, the decrease in code rate
performance due to 2D-ISI and noise is relatively large—
12% to 16% at 10 dB and 13% to 18% at 9 dB. For the
central part of P2 axis, where the model achieves a closer
approximation of real magnetic grain channel, our system with
2D-ISI and additive noise outperforms the results published
by Pan, Ryan et. al. —shown with filled circle marker—with
no 2D-ISI or additive noise. At 10 dB SNR, the minimum
density of 0.48 user bits per grain achieved by our combined
iterative detector/equalizer/decoder occurs at a P2 value of
0.275, and corresponds to an on-disk areal density of about 9.6
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Fig. 11. Simulation results depicting the performance of the proposed combined 2D-ISI equalizer, TDMR detector, and SCCC decoder.
TABLE I. RATE PENALTY WITH RESPECT TO SYSTEM WITHOUT 2D-ISI.
P2
SCCC/TDMR system
with
2D-ISI and SNR=10dB
SCCC/TDMR system
with
2D-ISI and SNR=9dB
Rate penalty
w.r.t system
without 2D-ISI
Rate gain
w.r.t result
in [3]
SNR/info bit
Rate penalty
w.r.t system
without 2D-ISI
Rate gain
w.r.t result
in [3]
SNR/info bit
0 16.4% -6.6% 15.59dB 17.8% -8.2% 14.67dB
0.05 12.3% -1.7% 15.81dB 13.4% -2.9% 14.86dB
0.125 6.3% 3.0% 15.97dB 9.2% -0.1% 15.10dB
0.2 4.2% 5.5% 16.12dB 7.7% 1.6% 15.28dB
0.275 5.3% 5.3% 16.19dB 9.0% 1.1% 15.36dB
0.35 4.6% 2.4% 16.12dB 8.4% -1.7% 15.30dB
0.425 4.9% 0.6% 15.85dB 8.9% -3.7% 15.04dB
0.5 4.5% -2.8% 15.42dB 8.2% -6.6% 14.59dB
Terabits/in2, under the typically assumed media grain density
of 20 Teragrains/in2. Thus, our simulation results support the
feasibility of TDMR at densities of about 10 Terabits/in2, as
proposed in [1].
VI. CONCLUSION
This paper introduces a system for iterative detection,
equalization, and decoding of two-dimensional magnetic
recording channels in the presence of 2D-ISI and AWGN.
It consists of a 2D-ISI equalizer, a TDMR detector based
on a rectangular 4-grain DGM, and a SCCC decoder. The
equalization algorithm uses joint extrinsic information to tackle
the 2D-ISI and AWGN in a TDMR corrupted grain image.
Methods for incorporating extrinsic information passed be-
tween the 2D-ISI and TDMR modules are presented. Optimal
settings for some of the parameters of the system (e.g., weight
factor applied on LLRs sent from 2D-ISI equalizer to TDMR
detector, and the iteration schedule in the SCCC decoder)
are obtained using an EXIT chart method. Performance of
the optimized system is presented and compared to that of
previously published results for equivalent TDMR channels
without 2D-ISI. For the most part, the proposed system with
2D-ISI outperforms these previously published results. The
presented simulations suggest that practical TDMR systems
can achieve the density of 10 Terabits/in2 predicted in earlier
publications; however, it must be noted that the rectangular
DGM is somewhat simplistic compared to actual grain shapes.
Future work will consider more realistic grain models and
higher performance codes like LDPC codes. The capacity of
the combined TDMR/2D-ISI channel described by (2) and (3)
remains an open problem.
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